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The Captain Class - Sam Walker (Newspaper
editor) 2017
"The captain class" draws on a lifetime of sports
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

spectatorship and two decades of sports
reporting to tell the surprising story of what
makes teams exceptional. Sam Walker had been
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searching for the sporting holy grail, a unifying
theory of what makes teams win when he
discovered certain similarities in cases of
sustained greatness in teams across a number of
sports. They were all lead by a certain type of
captain, but not one with the characteristics you
might expect. They were unorthodox outliers disagreeable, marginally skilled, hot-headed,
occasionally unhinged, athletically sub-par, poor
verbal communicators, while off the field they
were private loners who avoided the limelight
Out - Natsuo Kirino 2022-07-19
Winner of Japan's Grand Prix for Crime Fiction •
Edgar Award Finalist • Nothing in Japanese
literature prepares us for the stark, tensionfilled, plot-driven realism of Natsuo Kirino’s
award-winning literary mystery Out. This
mesmerizing novel tells the story of a brutal
murder in the staid Tokyo suburbs, as a young
mother who works the night shift making boxed
lunches strangles her abusive husband and then
seeks the help of her coworkers to dispose of the
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

body and cover up her crime. The coolly
intelligent Masako emerges as the plot’s
ringleader, but quickly discovers that this killing
is merely the beginning, as it leads to a
terrifying foray into the violent underbelly of
Japanese society. At once a masterpiece of
literary suspense and pitch-black comedy of
gender warfare, Out is also a moving evocation
of the pressures and prejudices that drive
women to extreme deeds, and the friendships
that bolster them in the aftermath.
The Cuisine of Hubert Keller - Hubert Keller
1996
The executive chef and owner of Fleur de Lys in
San Francisco shares recipes stemming from
both his French background and his commitment
to California-style healthfulness
The Spirit of Noh - Zeami 2013-05-14
The Japanese dramatic art of Noh has a rich sixhundred-year history and has had a huge
influence on Japanese culture and such Western
artists as Ezra Pound and William Butler Yeats.
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The actor and playwright Zeami (1363–1443) is
the most celebrated figure in the history of Noh,
with his numerous outstanding plays and his
treatises outlining his theories on the art. These
treatises were originally secret teachings that
were later coveted by the highest ranks of the
samurai class and first became available to the
general public only in the twentieth century.
William Scott Wilson, acclaimed translator of
samurai and Asian classics, has translated the
Fushikaden, the best known of these treatises,
which provides practical instruction for actors,
gives valuable teachings on the aesthetics and
spiritual culture of Japan, and offers a
philosophical outlook on life. Along with the
Fushikaden, Wilson includes a comprehensive
introduction describing the historical
background and philosophy of Noh, as well as a
new translation of one of Zeami's most moving
plays, Atsumori.
Just One Cookbook - Namiko Chen 2021
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Bamboo in Japan - Nancy Bess 2001-05-18
This is a fully illustrated guide to the art, craft
and design of bamboo, as demonstrated by the
Japanese. It demonstrates how to use
inexpensive materials to create sophisticated
effects in the home and garden. A list of bamboo
collections, gardens and research sources is
included. For centuries, bamboo has fascinated
legions of craftspeople, plant lovers and
devotees of the handcrafted object. And nowhere
is bamboo used more elegantly and distinctly
than in Japan. Its presence touches every part of
daily life-art, crafts, design, literature, and food.
Its beauty
Tales of Japan - Chronicle Books 2019-06-18
A goblin with no body and a monster with no
face. A resourceful samurai and a faithful
daughter. A spirit of the moon and a dragon
king. This collection of 15 traditional Japanese
folktales transports readers to a time of
adventure and enchantment. Drawn from the
works of folklorists Lafcadio Hearn and Yei
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Theodora Ozaki, these tales are by turns
terrifying, exhilarating, and poetic. • Striking
illustrations by contemporary Japanese artist
Kotaro Chiba • Special gift edition features an
embossed, textured case with metallic gold ink,
and a satin ribbon page marker • Part of the
popular Tales series, featuring Nordic Tales,
Celtic Tales, Tales of India, and Tales of East
Africa Fans of Ghostly Tales, and Japanese
Notebooks will love this book. This book is ideal
for: • Fans of fairytales, folklore, ghost stories,
Greek mythology, roman mythology, Chinese
mythology, and Celtic mythology • Anyone
interested in Japan's history books and culture
studies • People of Japanese heritage •
Collectors of illustrated classics
Japanese Farm Food - Nancy Singleton Hachisu
2012-09-04
"Our life centers on the farm and the field. We
eat what we grow." --Nancy Singleton Hachisu,
author Japanese Farm Food offers a unique
window into life on a Japanese farm through the
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

simple, clear-flavored recipes cooked from
family crops and other local, organic products.
The multitude of vibrant images by Kenji Miura
of green fields, a traditional farmhouse, antique
baskets, and ceramic bowls filled with beautiful,
simple dishes are interwoven with Japanese
indigo fabrics to convey an intimate, authentic
portrait of life and food on a Japanese farm. With
a focus on fresh and thoughtfully sourced
ingredients, the recipes in Japanese Farm Food
are perfect for fans of farmers' markets, and for
home cooks looking for accessible Japanese
dishes. Personal stories about family and farm
life complete this incredible volume. American
born and raised, Nancy Singleton Hachisu lives
with her husband and teenage sons on a rural
Japanese farm, where they prepare these 160
bright, seasonal dishes. The recipes are
organized logically with the intention of
reassuring you how easy it is to cook Japanese
food. Not just a book about Japanese food,
Japanese Farm Food is a book about love, life on
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the farm, and community. Covering everything
from pickles and soups to noodles, rice, and
dipping sauces, with a special emphasis on
vegetables, Hachisu demystifies the rural
Japanese kitchen, laying bare the essential
ingredients, equipment, and techniques needed
for Japanese home cooking. "Nancy Hachisu
is...intrepid. Outrageously creative. Intensely
passionate. Committed. True and real. I urge you
to cook from this book with abandon, but first
read it like a memoir, chapter by chapter, and
you will share in the story of a modern-day
family, a totally unique and extraordinary one." -Patricia Wells "This book is both an intimate
portrait of Nancy's life on the farm, and an
important work that shows the universality of an
authentic food culture." --Alice Waters
Food Culture in Japan - Michael Ashkenazi 2003
This timely book satisfies the new interest and
taste for Japanese food, providing information on
foodstuffs, cooking styles, etiquette, and more.
Cooking for Geeks - Jeff Potter 2010-07-20
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the
science and technology-minded cook in mind,
providing the science behind cooking, the
physiology of taste, and the techniques of
molecular gastronomy.
Cellophane House - Stephen Kieran 2011
CELLOPHANE HOUSE(tm) chronicles the
design and execution of a five-story, off-site
fabricated home assembled on-site in just
sixteen days as part of The Museum of Modern
Art exhibition, Home Delivery: Fabricating the
Modern Dwelling. Through a series of questions,
the book explores several of KieranTimberlake's
ongoing research agendas including speed of onsite assembly, design for disassembly, a holistic
approach to the life cycle of materials, and the
development of a lightweight, high-performance,
energy gathering building envelope. Cellophane
House(tm) takes a holistic approach to factory
fabrication, reinventing the way a building is
assembled, its materials, and spatial experience.
An innovative aluminum frame enables mass5/20
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customization of the home in multiple
configurations, rapid assembly, and adaptability
to different sites and climates. Disassembly,
rather than demolition, is inherent as an end-oflife option to successfully preserve the embodied
energy in the recyclable house materials. More
than a building experiment, it suggests a new
way forward in an approach to mass housing.
Cellophane House(tm) has received awards from
several groups: the AIA Housing Committee, the
AIA Technology Committee, Boston Society of
Architects, the Chicago Athenaeum Museum of
Architecture and Design, AIA Philadelphia and
AIA Pennsylvania Chapters.
Healthy Japanese Cooking - Makiko Sano
2015-09-01
Shoku-Iku is the way that Japanese people are
taught about healthy food. This book reveals the
secrets to how the Japanese stay so healthy in
easy-to-follow principles so you, too, can learn to
eat mindfully, the Shoku-Iku way. Each of the
five recipe chapters centers on one cooking
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

method: steaming (or microwaving); grilling;
simmering; no-cook; and sushi. The seventy
brand-new simple recipes are largely gluten and
dairy free; and the clear and graphic illustrated
spreads show you how to choose which
vegetables, fish or grains to eat in order to
optimize your health and help with specific
ailments.
Clayton's Quaker Cook-Book - H. Clayton 2008
In his 1883 cookbook, H.J. Clayton shares the
recipes and techniques he learned growing up in
a farm kitchen.
Sushi Modoki - iina 2019-11-01
Modoki: a Japanese word that means “to mimic”
Sushi Modoki: Authentic vegan sushi that
tastes—and looks—just like the real thing! No
food is more iconically Japanese than sushi. But
as any vegan or vegetarian knows, there’s only
so many cucumber rolls a person can eat! Enter
Sushi Modoki—amazing, all-vegan re-creations
of classic sushi rolls and bites. At the hands of
vegan innovator iina, a cooking instructor in her
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native Japan, tomatoes transform into “fatty
tuna,” mushrooms into “scallops,” and carrots
into “salmon”—with mind-boggling results.
Clear, step-by-step instructions show you how to
make five different styles of sushi with allnatural, whole ingredients—and assemble
elegant plates bursting with color and crunch:
Nigiri: “fish” over rice Maki: sushi rolls Chirashi:
scattered sushi bowls Inari: fried tofu stuffed
with “fish” and rice Oshi: pressed sushi Plus,
you’ll find the full range of traditional sides:
salads, soups, sauces, pickled vegetables, and
hot and cold drinks. Sushi Modoki is the ultimate
guide to becoming a vegan sushi master—with
over 50 recipes to “wow” vegans and sushilovers alike.
Beautiful Eggs - Alice Lindstrom 2021-03-02
A large-format board book for Easter that
celebrates traditions of egg-decorating from
around the world in exquisite cut-paper
illustration. Discover a world of beautiful pattern
and color! Decorated eggs are found all over the
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

world in many different countries. They are a
wonderful celebration of family, culture and
tradition. Complete with a stencil incorporated
into the design, this book will encourage
children to create their own beautiful eggs.
The Graveyard Apartment - Mariko Koike
2016-10-11
One of the most popular writers working in
Japan today, Mariko Koike is a recognized
master of detective fiction and horror writing.
Known in particular for her hybrid works that
blend these styles with elements of romance,
The Graveyard Apartment is arguably Koike’s
masterpiece. Originally published in Japan in
1986, Koike’s novel is the suspenseful tale of a
young family that believes it has found the
perfect home to grow into, only to realize that
the apartment’s idyllic setting harbors the
specter of evil and that longer they stay, the
more trapped they become. This tale of a young
married couple who harbor a dark secret is
packed with dread and terror, as they and their
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daughter move into a brand new apartment
building built next to a graveyard. As strange
and terrifying occurrences begin to pile up,
people in the building start to move out one by
one, until the young family is left alone with
someone... or something... lurking in the
basement. The psychological horror builds
moment after moment, scene after scene,
culminating with a conclusion that will make you
think twice before ever going into a basement
again.
The Third Mind - Alexandra Munroe 2009
The Third Mind: American Artists Contemplate
Asia, 1860-1989 illuminates the dynamic and
complex impact of Asian art, literature and
philosophy to American creative culture
spanning the early modern through
contemporary periods. It documents how the
visual and conceptual langauge of American art
evolved through a process of appropriation and
integration that runs consistently from the 1860s
to the 1980s, when globalization came to eclipse
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

earlier, more deliberate modes of cultural
transmission. Opening with the late nineteenthcentury Aesthetic movement that arose from
Boston's transcendentalist circles, this
chronological and thematic history reveals the
Asian courses that also shaped abstract art,
Conceptual art, Minimalism and the neo-avantgarde as they unfolded in New York and on the
West Coast. This illustrated catalogue features
essays by leading scholars in art history, history,
Asian studies, and postcolonial religions and
cultural studies.
Kawaii Bento Boxes - Joie Staff 2009
A bento box meal (single portions of different
foods packed in one reusable container) is a
Japanese tradition that lends itself well to
today's busy lifestyle. Although bento boxes are
available to take out from restaurants and food
stands, they are most frequently prepared at
home, very often by parents wishing to provide
their children with delicious, healthy, fun--and
environmentally-responsible--lunch and snack8/20
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time alternatives. Kawaii Bento Boxes offers
dozens of recipes and menus. For each box, the
authors include detailed instructions for
cooking, seasoning, decorating and assembling
the components as well as an icon indicating
how long it will take to prepare. The meals are
not just easy to make, they are tasty, nutritious
and economical, with each portion carefully
calculated so that there are no leftovers. There
are also suggestions for the right container for
each meal. Most of the ingredients used are
familiar and available to American cooks. Here
are whimsical creations like soccer balls and
animal faces made from shaped rice, tulips cut
from dyed hardboiled eggs, hearts and stars
carved out of vegetables, and much more.
Perfect for parents looking to liven up their
children's school lunches or park snacks, or for
busy people who want to fix a quick and cheerful
meal to take to work, Kawaii Bento Boxes
highlights the Japanese passion for making food
a treat for the eyes as well as for the mouth.
how-to-wrap-five-eggs-traditional-japanese-packag

CONTENTS: ONIGIRI BENTO (16 variations
including faces, soccer ball, animals, triangles,
spheres) RICE BENTO (11 variations including
bear, rabbit, ship, seasoned rice, teriyaki
chicken over rice, etc.) SUSHI BENTO (12
variations) BREAD BENTO (12 variations
including mini-sandwiches, rolls, etc.) NOODLE
BENTO (9 variations including spaghetti,
yakisoba noodles, udon) SUMMER AND
WINTER BENTO (12 variations including
summer dishes that won't spoil in the heat and
winter dishes that are better when eaten warm)
TRADITIONAL/POPULAR/FAVORITE BENTO (11
variations including favorite dishes like
hamburgers, fried shrimp, fried chicken) TIPS
ON HOW TO STUFF THE BENTO BOX WHAT
TO STUFF IN THE BENTO BOX (including
calories, carbohydrates, protein, etc.) CUTTING
AND DECORATING MENUS BASED ON COLOR
EASY DESSERT RECIPES
How to wrap five more eggs: traditional
Japanese packaging - Hideyuki Oka 1975
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Rice Craft - Sonoko Sakai 2016-07-19
There's not a lunch box, birthday party, or
afternoon snack that isn't made more delicious
and fun with onigiri! These bite-size balls of rice
can be made with favorite and nutritious
ingredients, and are easily shaped and
decorated to make animals, flowers, and more.
This book features more than 30 recipes for
flavorful onigiri with a range of fillings as well as
master recipes for cooking rice, plus extras to
round out the meal: a miso soup to float the rice
balls in, perfect soft eggs to wrap in rice, and
pickled ginger to serve on the side. More than
20 color photographs inspire new creations and
teach kids and adults alike to make these
creative treats.
Bigger Bolder Baking - Gemma Stafford 2019
More than 100 accessible, flavor-packed recipes,
using only common ingredients and everyday
household kitchen tools, from YouTube celebrity
Gemma Stafford
Harumi's Japanese Home Cooking - Harumi

Kurihara 2007-10-02
Harumi Kurihara, Japan's most popular cooking
expert, earned raves from critics and home
cooks around the world for her award-winning
English- language debut, Harumi's Japanese
Cooking. Now she returns with a second- and
more intimate- collection written specifically
with the Western palate in mind. Harumi's
Japanese Home Cooking presents seventy new
recipes that exemplify her irresistible, down-toearth style and simplicity-from Clear Soup with
Pork, Spinach Dumplings, and Prawns in Chili
Sauce to Potato Salad Japanese Style and
Harumi's Baked Cheesecake. In addition, the
book presents authentic preparation techniques
and serving suggestions
The Brain That Changes Itself - Norman
Doidge 2007-03-15
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and
hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the
human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The
Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is
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neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your
brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the
new brain science explains all of this and more
An astonishing new science called
neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old
notion that the human brain is immutable, and
proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your
brain. Psychoanalyst, Norman Doidge, M.D.,
traveled the country to meet both the brilliant
scientists championing neuroplasticity, its
healing powers, and the people whose lives
they’ve transformed—people whose mental
limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were
seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with
half a brain that rewired itself to work as a
whole, blind people who learn to see, learning
disorders cured, IQs raised, aging brains
rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak,
children with cerebral palsy learning to move
with more grace, depression and anxiety
disorders successfully treated, and lifelong
character traits changed. Using these marvelous

stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion,
love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has
written an immensely moving, inspiring book
that will permanently alter the way we look at
our brains, human nature, and human potential.
The Big Fat Duck Cookbook - Heston
Blumenthal 2008
In this enormous, beautiful book, we hear the
full story of themeteoric rise of Heston
Blumenthal and The Fat Duck, birthplace ofsnail
porridge and bacon-and-egg ice cream, and
encounter the passion,perfection and weird
science behind the man and the restaurant.
HestonBlumenthal is widely acknowledged to be
a genius, and The Fat Duck hastwice been voted
the Best Restaurant in the World by a peer
group oftop chefs. But he is entirely self-taught,
and the story of hisrestaurant has broken every
rule in the book. His success has beenborne out
of his pure obsession, endless invention and a
childishcuriosity into how things work- whether
it's how smell affectstaste, what different
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flavours mean to us on a biological level, or
howtemperature is distributed in the centre of a
soufflé. In the first section of The Big Fat Duck
Cookbook,we learn the history of the restaurant,
from its humble beginnings toits third Michelin
star (the day Heston received the news of this
hehad been wondering how exactly he would be
able to pay his staff thatmonth). Next we meet
50 of his signature recipes - sardine on
toastsorbet, salmon poached with liquorice, hot
and iced tea, chocolate wine- which, while
challenging for anyone not equipped with ice
baths,dehydrators, vacuum pumps and nitrogen
on tap, will inspire home cooksand chefs alike.
Finally, we hear from the experts whose
scientificknow-how has contributed to Heston's
topsy-turvy world, on subjects asdiverse as
synaesthesia, creaminess and flavour
expectation. Withan introduction by Harold
McGee, incredible colour
photographsthroughout, illustrations by Dave
McKean, multiple ribbons, real clothbinding and

a gorgeous slip case, The Big Fat Duck
Cookbookisnot only the nearest thing to an
autobiography from the world's mostfascinating
chef, but also a stunning, colourful and joyous
work ofart.
The Encyclopedia of Tibetan Symbols and Motifs
- Robert Beer 1999-10-12
For artists, designers, and all with an interest in
Buddhist and Tibetan art, this is the first
exhaustive reference to the seemingly infinite
variety of symbols found throughout Tibetan art
in line drawings, paintings, and ritual objects.
Hundreds of the author's line drawings depict all
the major Tibetan symbols and
motifs—landscapes, deities, animals, plants,
gurus, mudras (ritual hand gestures), dragons,
and other mythic creatures—ranging from
complex mythological scenes to small, simple
ornaments.
Gyoza: The Ultimate Dumpling Cookbook Paradise Yamamoto 2018-12-04
Whether eaten in an exclusive restaurant or at a
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humble street stall, gyoza dumplings are the
ultimate Asian comfort food. Dumplings are
surprisingly easy to make once you learn a few
basic techniques. Step-by-step instructions,
photos, and helpful tips show you how to wrap
dumplings like the "Gyoza King," Paradise
Yamamoto, himself—even if it's your first try.
This book contains 50 delicious dumpling
recipes, including: Shiitake and Pork Potstickers
Waygu Beef Dumplings Bacon and Egg
Carbonara Dumplings Lamb Gyoza with
Coriander Many more traditional and playful
recipes (including dessert dumplings) With a
wide array of shapes, fillings, and customizable
options, these recipes are sure to please picky
eaters and gyoza connoisseurs alike! Impress
friends and family with these satisfying and
easy-to-make morsels.
An Introduction to Japanese - Syntax,
Grammar & Language - Michiel Kamermans
2010-03
Starting at the very basics and working its way

up to important language constructions, "An
introduction to Japanese" offers beginning
students, as well as those doing self-study, a
comprehensive grammar for the Japanese
language. Oriented towards the serious learner,
there are no shortcuts in this book: no
romanised Japanese for ease of reading beyond
the introduction, no pretending that Japanese
grammar maps perfectly to English grammar,
and no simplified terminology. In return, this
book explains Japanese the way one may find it
taught at universities, covering everything from
basic to intermediary Japanese, and even
touching on some of the more advanced
constructions.
Let's Cook Japanese Food! - Amy Kaneko
2017-03-07
Showcases seventy recipes for creating familyfriendly, authentic Japanese meals at home,
including such dishes as tonkatsu, crispy pork
cutlets in a tangy sauce; gyoza, pan fried
dumplings; onigiri, rice balls stuffed with
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salmon; and ramen.
How to Wrap Five Eggs - Hideyuki Oka
2008-10-14
Traditional Japanese packaging is an art form
that applies sophisticated design and natural
aesthetics to simple objects. In this elegant
presentation of the baskets, boxes, wrappers,
and containers that were used in ordinary, dayto-day life, we are offered a stunning example of
a time before mass production. Largely
constructed of bamboo, rice straw, hemp twine,
paper, and leaves, all of the objects shown here
are made from natural materials. Through 221
black-and-white photographs of authentic
examples of traditional Japanese
packaging—with commentary on the origins,
materials, and use of each piece—the items here
offer a look into a lost art, while also reminding
us of the connection to nature and the human
imprint of handwork that was once so alive and
vibrant in our everyday lives. This classic book
was originally published under the title How to

Wrap Five More Eggs in 1975. The eminent
American designer George Nelson praised the
work featured here, saying, “We have come a
long, long way from the kind of thing so
beautifully presented in this book. To suit the
needs of super mass production, the traditional
natural materials are too obstreperous . . . and
one by one we have replaced them with the
docile, predicable synthetics. . . . What we have
gained from these [new] materials and
wonderfully complicated processes to make up
for the general pollution, rush, crowding, noise,
sickness, and slickness is a subject for other
forums. But what we have lost for sure is what
this book is all about: a once-common sense of
fitness in the relationships between hand,
material, use, and shape, and above all, a sense
of delight in the look and feel of very ordinary,
humble things. This book is thus . . . a totally
unexpected monument to a culture, a way of life,
a universal sensibility carried through all objects
down to the smallest, most inconsequential, and
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ephemeral things.” Now, over thirty years later,
this revived classic on the art of traditional
Japanese packing may leave us with the same
response, and the same appreciation for the
natural and utile packaging presented in this
book.
Historical Painting Techniques, Materials,
and Studio Practice - Arie Wallert 1995-08-24
Bridging the fields of conservation, art history,
and museum curating, this volume contains the
principal papers from an international
symposium titled "Historical Painting
Techniques, Materials, and Studio Practice" at
the University of Leiden in Amsterdam,
Netherlands, from June 26 to 29, 1995. The
symposium—designed for art historians,
conservators, conservation scientists, and
museum curators worldwide—was organized by
the Department of Art History at the University
of Leiden and the Art History Department of the
Central Research Laboratory for Objects of Art
and Science in Amsterdam. Twenty-five

contributors representing museums and
conservation institutions throughout the world
provide recent research on historical painting
techniques, including wall painting and
polychrome sculpture. Topics cover the latest art
historical research and scientific analyses of
original techniques and materials, as well as
historical sources, such as medieval treatises
and descriptions of painting techniques in
historical literature. Chapters include the
painting methods of Rembrandt and Vermeer,
Dutch 17th-century landscape painting, wall
paintings in English churches, Chinese paintings
on paper and canvas, and Tibetan thangkas.
Color plates and black-and-white photographs
illustrate works from the Middle Ages to the
20th century.
WA: The Essence of Japanese Design Stefania Piotti 2014-04-14
Explore the enduring beauty of Japanese design
through some 250 objects, ranging from bento
boxes, calligraphy brushes, and Shoji sliding
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doors to Noguchi’s Akari lamp, the iconic
Kikkoman soy sauce bootle, and a
modern&hyphen;day kimono designed by Issey
Miyake. Printed on craft paper and bound in the
traditional Japanese style, WA features stunning,
full&hyphen;page illustrations and an
introduction by MUJI art director Kenya Hara.
How to Wrap Five More Eggs - 岡秀行 1975
Two hundred twenty-one annotated plates
provide an extensive survey of the age-old craft,
highlighting its utilitarian and aesthetic aspects,
the variety of natural materials used, and the
styles of various cities and rural areas
Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook - Denise Alvarado
2011-11-01
“Voodoo Hoodoo” is the unique variety of Creole
Voodoo found in New Orleans. The Voodoo
Hoodoo Spellbook is a rich compendium of more
than 300 authentic Voodoo and Hoodoo recipes,
rituals, and spells for love, justice, gambling
luck, prosperity, health, and success. Cultural
psychologist and root worker Denise Alvarado,

who grew up in New Orleans, draws from a
lifetime of recipes and spells learned from
family, friends, and local practitioners. She
traces the history of the African-based folk
magic brought by slaves to New Orleans, and
shows how it evolved over time to include
influences from Native American spirituality,
Catholicism, and Pentecostalism. She shares her
research into folklore collections and 19th- and
20th- century formularies along with her own
magical arts. The Voodoo Hoodoo Spellbook
includes more than 100 spells for Banishing,
Binding, Fertility, Luck, Protection, Money, and
more. Alvarado introduces readers to the
Pantheon of Voodoo Spirits, the Seven African
Powers, important Loas, Prayers, Novenas, and
Psalms, and much, much more, including:Oils
and Potions: Attraction Love Oil, Dream Potion,
Gambler’s Luck Oil, Blessing OilHoodoo Powders
and Gris Gris: Algier’s Fast Luck Powder,
Controlling Powder, Money Drawing
PowderTalismans and Candle MagicCurses and
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Hexes
Ivan Ramen - Ivan Orkin 2013-10-29
The end-all-be-all guide to ramen as told by the
iconoclastic New Yorker whose unlikely life story
led him to open Tokyo’s top ramen
shop—featuring 44 recipes! “What Ivan Orkin
does not know about noodles is not worth
knowing.”—Anthony Bourdain While scores of
people line up outside American ramen
powerhouses like Momofuku Noodle Bar, chefs
and food writers in the know revere Ivan Orkin's
traditional Japanese take on ramen. Ivan Ramen
chronicles Orkin's journey from dyed-in-the-wool
New Yorker to the chef and owner of one of
Japan's most-loved ramen restaurants, Ivan
Ramen. His passion for ramen is contagious, his
story fascinating, and his recipes to-die-for,
including the complete, detailed recipe for his
signature Shio Ramen, master recipes for the
fundamental types of ramen, and some of his
most popular ramen variations. Likely the only
chef in the world with the knowledge and access

to convey such a candid look at Japanese cuisine
to a Western audience, Orkin is perfectly
positioned to author what will be the ultimate
English-language overview on ramen and all of
its components. Ivan Ramen will inspire you to
forge your own path, give you insight into
Japanese culture, and leave you with a deep
appreciation for what goes into a seemingly
simple bowl of noodles.
Zen Brushwork - Katsujō Terayama 2003
With its bold strokes and mystic aura, Zen
calligraphy has intrigued many Westerners, but
has remained a little-understood art form.
Master calligrapher and swordmaster Tanchu
Terayama offers detailed lessons in Japanese
brush techniques, as well as an appreciation of
calligraphy's subtle elements. With its bold
strokes and mystic aura, Zen calligraphy has
intrigued many Westerners since the 19060s,
but has remained a little-understood art form.
Here, master calligrapher and swordmaster
Tanchu Terayama offers detailed lessons in
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The Man in the High Castle - Philip K. Dick 2011
In a classic work of alternate history, the United
States is divided up and ruled by the Axis
powers after the defeat of the Allies during
World War II. Reissue. Winner of the Hugo
Award for Best Novel.
The One-Straw Revolution - Masanobu Fukuoka
2010-09-08
Call it “Zen and the Art of Farming” or a “Little
Green Book,” Masanobu Fukuoka’s manifesto
about farming, eating, and the limits of human
knowledge presents a radical challenge to the
global systems we rely on for our food. At the
same time, it is a spiritual memoir of a man
whose innovative system of cultivating the earth
reflects a deep faith in the wholeness and
balance of the natural world. As Wendell Berry
writes in his preface, the book “is valuable to us
because it is at once practical and philosophical.
It is an inspiring, necessary book about
agriculture because it is not just about

agriculture.” Trained as a scientist, Fukuoka
rejected both modern agribusiness and centuries
of agricultural practice, deciding instead that
the best forms of cultivation mirror nature’s own
laws. Over the next three decades he perfected
his so-called “do-nothing” technique:
commonsense, sustainable practices that all but
eliminate the use of pesticides, fertilizer, tillage,
and perhaps most significantly, wasteful effort.
Whether you’re a guerrilla gardener or a kitchen
gardener, dedicated to slow food or simply
looking to live a healthier life, you will find
something here—you may even be moved to
start a revolution of your own.
Cook Anime - Diana Ault 2020-09-01
Learn to recreate delicious dishes referenced in
over 500 of your favorite anime series with this
practical guide to anime food. Japanese
animation has beautiful designs, fleshed out
characters, and engaging storylines—and it’s
also overflowing with so many scrumptiously
rendered meals. Do you ever watch your favorite
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anime series and start craving the takoyaki or
the warmth of delicious ramen or the fluffy
sweetness of mochi? Now, you can make your
cravings a reality with Cook Anime! Join an
otaku on her tour through anime food and find
out what your favorite characters are savoring
and sharing and then learn to make it at home!
Including: -Miso Chashu Ramen from Naruto Rice Porridge from Princess Mononoke -Onigiri
from Fruits Basket -Taiyaki from My Hero
Academia -Hanami Dango from Clannad -Rice
from Haikyuu!! -And many more! Along with
each recipe, you will discover facts behind the
food, such as history, culture, tips, and more. A
perfect gift for foodies and otaku alike, Cook
Anime is the all-inclusive guide to making the
meals of this Japanese art form.
The Art of the Japanese Package - Hideyuki Oka
1979
Japanese Death Poems - 1998-04-15
"A wonderful introduction the Japanese tradition

of jisei, this volume is crammed with exquisite,
spontaneous verse and pithy, often hilarious,
descriptions of the eccentric and committed
monastics who wrote the poems." —Tricycle: The
Buddhist Review Although the consciousness of
death is, in most cultures, very much a part of
life, this is perhaps nowhere more true than in
Japan, where the approach of death has given
rise to a centuries-old tradition of writing jisei,
or the "death poem." Such a poem is often
written in the very last moments of the poet's
life. Hundreds of Japanese death poems, many
with a commentary describing the circumstances
of the poet's death, have been translated into
English here, the vast majority of them for the
first time. Yoel Hoffmann explores the attitudes
and customs surrounding death in historical and
present-day Japan and gives examples of how
these have been reflected in the nation's
literature in general. The development of writing
jisei is then examined—from the longing poems
of the early nobility and the more "masculine"
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verses of the samurai to the satirical death
poems of later centuries. Zen Buddhist ideas
about death are also described as a preface to
the collection of Chinese death poems by Zen

monks that are also included. Finally, the last
section contains three hundred twenty haiku,
some of which have never been assembled
before, in English translation and romanized in
Japanese.
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